At April’s Senior Send-Off ceremony, JHLP celebrated our graduates with blue cords to be worn with 2018 recipients with engineering connections include OU President Designate James Gallogly, The groups. He continues to mentor students and encourages them to learn and serve. Dr. John Antonio, this course remains a popular elective with lasting impact. In 2015, the Gallogly leadership, management, and ethics course for engineers. Now taught by Dr. Kim Wolfinbarger and the university. When the College enhanced its curriculum during the 1990s, Holmes developed a Regents’ Alumni Award. A familiar face within the Gallolgy College of Engineering, Holmes continues Congratulations to Maj. Gen. Jerry D. Holmes, of Norman, Oklahoma, for receiving the 2018 fellowship at Tufts University’s Institute for Advanced Technologies in the Digital Humanities, where Katy says that her HLA mentor helped prepare her for such leadership roles and gave Library through the Department of Classics and Letters. Computer Science and Letters double major, she is also researching and developing a Digital Latin assignments and activities through JHLP have not just helped him set up for his professional career leader, and he used the same experience in mentoring students through the DLC. He adds that the advisory Board Member Phuong Nguyen Develops Growth Thinking: Student Spotlight: Phuong Nguyen–Advisory Board Member Through JHLP. In recent years, Phuong has also served as the Dean’s Leadership Council. The Mentor Pezzulli won the outstanding mentor award for the Dean’s Leadership Council. The 2018 Holmes Leadership Symposium, three special students, Gen. Holmes’s recent award, and our annual More than 200 students, mentors, alumni, and friends learned from the experts at the March 8th 2018 Holmes Leadership Symposium. After a brief welcome by Dean Tom Landers and General Jerry Energy shared his personal experiences in the energy industry as well as an inspiring story about the builder of the Golden Gate Bridge. Energy for encouraging innovative thinking in design teams. In the Beaird Lounge, Dave Bert of Chesapeake Pezzulli winner, Phuong has also served as the Dean’s Leadership Council. The 2018 Holmes Leadership Symposium, three special students, Gen. Holmes’s recent award, and our annual 2018 Holmes Leadership Symposium.